
Radiation Thelapy: Quality Contro1 Equipment
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Feat1λresFeatures

:-::: Displays up to four pro且 les in rea1-tillile

:●· online analysis with color coded a¿ UustΠlent paraΠleters

:ㅏ

: Displays ref는 rence cuIˇve

:-:: Creates a coHlprehensive data analysis according t0

selectable dosilnetly protocols and the protocols of the

accelerator Hlan11 f¸  cture rs

:'- Checks start— up behaviour of the LINAC

(with STARCHE CK detectors only)

BealnAσ Uust software nlakes it possible to display the pro—

FIles along the Inain axes and diagonals in rea1-tiΠ le.

V¸rious one— or tvvo -diΠ lensional PTW detector arrays can

be connected.

A refdrence curve can be displayed. The adj11stIIlent

paralneters are displayed fbr each curve. They change

their color from green to red if a paranleter is outside the

limits. The lilnits are adjustable.

The curves can be analyzed following diff는 rent selectable

dosilnetly protocols and the protocols of the accelerator

Inanuf¸  cturers ●

Together with STARCHECK the setup of a vvater phantoln

can soHletimes be replaced, e.g●  af’ter service or repair.

BealnA여just is part of ST,ARCHECK and part of

MEPHYSTO ?η c2● 工t can be used as a stand alone software

e●g. with OCTAⅥUS Detector 729 0r Linear Array LA48.

ordering Infbrlnation

s080032 BeamAσ just sof’tware

▷ oCTAⅥUS Detector 729 ραℓe Ξ 7

▷ STARCHECK ραℓe 64

〉 LA48 ραℓe 47

Suitable fbr f¸ st and easy daily constancy tests of photon

and electron bealns f'oln LINACs using PTW 2D arrays

Checks Πatness, syΠ 1Inetly dose deviation in the centra1

axes, wedge angle of dynaHlic, virtual and FIxed wedges

as well as the congruency of light and radiation Flelds

Checks beam quality with BQ — CHE CK phantoln

Conlpares a11 paranleters to a ref℃ rence data record and

displ ays deviations

Enables tracking paralneters via a statistic ftλnction

Creates a colnprehensive data analysis according t0

selectable dosiΠletly protocols and the protocols of the

accelerator Hl an11f¸ cturers

Provides snapshoot Inode for fast checking of the beam

MultiCheck is a Windows based softㄳ Tare for fⅱ st and

easy— t0 -handle routine constancy tests of high— energy

photon and electron beanls floln linear accelerators.

Ref℃rence Flles fbr diffdrent accelerators and diffdrent

beaIIl parameters can be deΠ ned. M1그 1tiCheck is based on

two — dinlensional dose Hleasurelnents by the 2D ∏at pane1

arrays. By evaluating the dose Inatrices, the relevant

LINAC quality paraHleters are colnpared to original refer—

ence values, which are stored together with tolerance

thresholds. Measuring results, paranleter variations and

tolerance excesses are presented in either nuHleric or

graphic forIIlat◆  The progress of test results combined with

statistical evaluations is shown. Pro∏ les can be analyzed

af)ter diffdrent protocols ●

The software off쏜 rs air density coIyection of the ion

challilber Hleasuring values●  The data can be exported to

Excel sheets fbr nlrther evaluation.

ordering Inforlnatlon

s070011 MultiCheck software

▷ oCT:AⅥ US Detector 729 ραℓe Ξ 7

▷ ST:ARCHECK ραℓe 64

▷ BQ— CHECK ραℓe σσ
▷ FIELDCHECK ραℓe 6σ
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